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Before getting into the heart of the subject matter
that has been assigned to me for discussion this afternoon, I
think it only fitting and proper that we review, preliminarily,
certain observations and comments made in the landmark decision

of Tinker v Des Moines Independent Community School District,
1

et al.

That case was decided by the United States Supreme

Court on February 24, 1969 and has been cited considerably in
various courts of this country not only in the United States
Courts but State Courts as well as representing a clear-cut
statement of rights of students.

It is not necessary to go into the method by which this
case reached the United States Supreme Court, but it is important to review the comments of Mr. Justice Fortas, who delivered the opinion for the majority of the court.

Almost at the start of the decision Justice Fortas made
the following comments:

"First Amendment rights applied in the

light of the special characteristics of the school environment,
are available to teachers and students. It can hardly be argued

that either students or teachers shed their constitutional rights
to freedom of speech or expression at the school house gate.
This has been the unmistakable holding of this court for almost
50 years."

In commenting upon how far Boards of Education may go in
dealing witll students, Mr. Justice Fortas made reference to the

language in the case of west Virginia v Barnette 319 U.S. 624
(1943) and quoted the following from that decision:

"The 14th Amendment, as now applied to the States, protects
the citizen against the State itself and all of its creatures,
Boards of Education not excepted.

These have, of course, im-

portant, delicate and highly discretionary functions but none

that they may not perform within the limits of the Bill of Rights.
That they are educating the young for citizenship is reason for
scrupulous protection of constitutional freedoms of the indivi-

dual, if we are not to strangle the free mind at its source and
teach youth to discount important princtpals of our Government
as mere platitudes."

Further on in the Tinker decision, Justice

Fortas went on to use the following language:
"In our system, State operated schools may not be enclaves of
totalitarianism.

i

School officials do not possess absolute autho-

rity over their students.

Students in schcol as well as out of

school are "persons" under our Constitution.

They are posses-

sed of fundamental rights which the State must respect, just
as they themselves must respect their obligations to the State.
In our system, students may not be regarded as closed-circuit
recipients of only that which the State chooses to communicate.

They may not be confined to the expression of those sentiments
In the absence of a specific

that are officially approved.

showing of Constitutionally-valid reasons to regulite their
-2-.
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speech, students are entitled to freedom of expression of their
views.

As Judge Gewin, speaking for the Fifth Circuit said,

school officials cannot suppress

'expressions of feelings with

which they do not wish to contend".
The importance of protecting the constitutional rights of
students was again noted with considerable interest by Mr. Justice Fortas when he quoted some language from the opinion of
Mr. Justice Brennan speaking for the Supreme Court of the United
States in Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589,603, where
mr. Justice Brennan said:
"The vigilant protection of constitutional freedom is

nowhere more vital than in the community of American schools
***The classroom is peculiarly the 'market-place of ideas'. The
Nation s future depends upon leaders trained through wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth 'out

of a multitude of tongues, (rather) than through any kind of
.authoritative selection'".

While there may be some who may seek to argue that the
linguage-in ihe Tinker case, while applicable to freedom of
_speech, should in no wise be considered as applicable to the

rights of married students, it appears to me that that argument
lacks vitality..

In the cases that / have had the opportunity to

examine, there are references to the constitutional rights of students which have been mentioned by the Courts in considering attempts
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that
to regulate their attendance at schools on the grounds
students were married.

It is also interesting to note that in a publication put
out by the American Civil Liberties Union

"Academic Freedom

in the Secondary Schools", we find the lollowing language at
Page 20:

"The right to an education provided for all students by

law should not be abrogated for a particular student because

of marriage or pregnancy unless there is compelling evidence
that his or her presence in the classroom or school does, in
fact, disrupt or impair the educational process of other students.

This includes the right to participate in all the acti-

vities of the school.

If temporary or permanent separation

from the school should be warranted, the education provided

elsewhere should be qualitatively and quantitively equivalent
to that of the regular school, so far as is practicable."
Perhaps one final word of caution would appear to be in
order before getting to the discussion of the cases that: concern the rights of married students* and that is the thought
that under civil rights laws there axe provisions for damages
to be awarded to individuals who are able to establish that
their civil rights have, in fact* been violated by individuals
such as school administrators or members of boards of education.
It would be my suggestion, therefore that before any action is

I.
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taken by any board of education, to attempt to deprive a student
of any of his rights or her rights by reason of the fact that
the student happens to be married, that a more careful look
should be-taken at the possible civil rights laws that might be
invoked. Before arwaction is taken the wisest thing to do would
.

be for boards to certainly confer with their attorneys to see
whether or not the attempt to invoke any such action might possibly have consequences of a serious nature to the members of
the board, to the administrators, and to the boards as a whole.

With those preliminary observations in mind, let us now
draw our attention to a discussion of some of the cases that
have come down over the years dealing with the questions of the
rights of married students.
It seems altogether fitting and proper that the first

case to be discussed is Nutt v Board of Education, the City of
2

Goodland

decided by the Suptame Court of Kansas in 1929.

In that case a particular student was informed that she would
no longer be allowed to attend school because she was a married
imman.

A-Chfia had been born to this particular student and

ther.v_were no other married women enrolled in the high school.

Affidavits filed in the case showed that the student in
question had lived with her husband for a short time only, that
the child was not prematurely born; that after the separation
from her husband she attended a school at Edson and that

bile

associated wIth other men several times each week during her
attendance there although married.

She even went so far as to

accompany her to a pubpersuade another girl, 16 years of age, to
lic dance.

Affidavits were produced on behalf of the student sta-

ting that ihe was a girl of good moral character.

In holding that

school, the Court
the student in question had a right to attend
said:

"There is no controversy as to a minor being entitled to
an education in the public schools.

The question of her statu-

provided, of course,
tory right to enter school is not questioned

her moral standards are not objectionable.

The Constitutional and

statutory right of every child to attend public schools is subject
always to a reasonable regulation and a child who is of a licen-

tious or immoral character may be refused admission.*** However,
be excluded
under the general public policy a student should not
from attending school unless it is clear that hia conduct comes

within the rules just enumerated.

It has been held that the

directors of a school district had no right to enforce a rule authorizing the expulsion of a pupil for attending social parties

where the Pupil had returned to his home and his parents had approved of attending such parties.
"The public schools are for the benefit of children within
school age, and efficiency ought to be the sole object of those
charged with the power and privilege of managing and conducting

order
same, and while great care should be taken to preserve
and proper discipline, it is proper also to see that no one

within school age should be denied the privilege of attending
school unless it is clear that the public interest demands expulsion of such pupils or a denial of his right to attend."

Although those observations were voiced in 1929 and
came from a court in Kansas, it certainly seems to me as though

they are particularly apropos today and they certainly stand
the test of time.

/n the same year that the Courts of Kansas dealt with

the problem, the Supreme Court of Mississippi rendered a decision which was in keeping with that rendered by the Supreme Court
of Kansas.
3

In the case of McLeod et al v State

the school trustees

adopted an ordinance barring married persons. otherwise eligible,
.from attending public schools.

An attack was made on that ordin-

ance and the Supreme Court of Mississippi had the following com-

ments to make with reference to it:
"The question* therefore, is whether or not the ordinance

in question is so unreasonable and unjust as to amount to an abuse
of discretion in its adoption.
red to in the briefs.

No case directly in point is refer-

The ordinance is based alone upon the ground

that the admission of married children as pupils in the public
schools of Moss Point would be detrimental to the good government
and usefulness of the schools.

It is argued that marriage emanci-

pates a child from all parental control of its conduct, as well
as such control by the school authorities; and that the marriage
relation brings about views of life which should not be known
to unmarried children; that a married child in the public schools

will make known to it associates in schools such views, which

We

will therefore be detrimental to the welfare of the school.
fail to appreciate the force of the argument.
estic relation highly favored by the law.

Marriage is a dom-

When the relation is

entered into with correct motives, the effect on the husband and
wife is refining and elevating, rather than demoralizing.

Pu7

pils associating in school with a child occupying sudh a relation, it seems would be benefited instead of harmed."

Not all courts have adopted the views as set forth by
the Courts of Kansas and Mississippi.

In the State of Tennessee

a different approach was taken in State v. Marion County Board
4

af Education

,

decided by the Supreme Court of Tennessee in 1957.

The Chancery Court denied the relief sought and an appeal was
taken to the Supreme Court of Tennessee.

That Court held that

the evidence showed that married students generally hadc for a
few months immediately following marriage, a detrimental influence
upon fellow students and a detrimental effect upon progress and
efficiency of school; and it was held that the county school
board's resolution, that students marrying during the term should
be expelled for the remainder of the term and that students marrying during vacation period should not be allowed to attend
-8-

school during term next succeeding, was reasonable.
5

In 'Kissick v Garland Independent school District, the

Court of Civil Appeals in 1959 held that a resolution of a school

district poviding that married students or previously married
students should be restricted wholly to classroom work and barring them from participating in athletics or other exhibitions
And prohibiting them from holding class offices or other positions of honor other than academic honors such as iialedictorian

and salutatorian was not arbitrary, capricious, discriminatory,
or unreasonable as applied to a, high school student who was

previously married, who had been a letter man on the football
team in prior year and who was looking to an athletic scholar1

ship and college.

It was argued in that case that the resolution was violative of public policy in that it penalized persons because of
marriage.

That argument was rejected by the Court with the ob-

servation that there were certain provisions of Texas Law that
regulated ages at which individuals could marry; that it was a
crimthai offense for the County Clerk to-issue a marriage-license
to males under 21 or females under Ilk without the consent of the

parents or guardians; and there was a further observation to the
concern of the Legislature ever "teenage" Marriages, there being
a prohibition of such marriages except upon the consent and
authority expressly given by the parent or guardian'of such under-

age applicants in the presence of the authority issuing such license.

With reference to the argument that it was indeed the
policy of the law to look with favor' upon marriage and to seek

in all lawful ways to uphold the most important of social insti-

tutions; every intendment being in favor of matrimony, the Court
niTted that that particular principal was applicable to marriages
by persons of lawful age.

The Court noted that the Legislative

policy was directly contrary to the upholding of marriage where
the marriage was between parties who were underage.

As to constitutional arguments advanced, which were.not
set forth in detail, the Court simply held that sufficient grounds
existed for over-ruling those arguments.

In the case of Cochrane v Board of Education of Mesick
6

Consolidated School District, decided by the Supreme Court of
Michigan in 1960, an action was instituted when two football
players were barred from participating in the sport following
their marriages.

In that particular case, the State Attorney General had
intervened on behalf of the students urging that the Board's ac-

tion was punitivd and designed to humiliate and ridicule married
students thereby discouraging other student marriages.

The Attor-

ney General advanced an argument similar to that suggested in
the Kissick case, namely, that the philosophy of the law was to

uphold the validity of the state of matrimony.

He noted in his

argument that if there were any concern about that particular
policy then the remedy was to change the age limit for marriages
but not to, take action against students by Boards through inter-

ference with the preogativesof the Legislature, the parents and
the church.

A majority of the Justices in that particular case

voted against the legality of the Board rule by a 4 to 3 vote,
but the District court decision supporting the Board of Education was not over-ruled,

because the Court had split evenly

4 to 4 on the question as to whether or not the issue before it
was moot.

At the time the Plaintiff had already graduated from

high school.

Oddly enough, the District Court decision was al-

lowed to stand purely on a procedural point although on the substantive issue the legality of the rule prohibiting the participation of married students in extra-curricular activities was
held by a majority of the Justices to be unenforceable.
7

In State Ex rel. Baker v Stevenson,an Ohio Court upheld

a rule which prohibited married students from participating in
extra-curricular activities.

That case involved a 16-year old

senior who was a member of the basketball team who had won the

State Championship the keceding season.

The Board adopted the

rule which was to go into effect at the beginning of the 1962=63
school year.
1962.

The student in question was married in February of

In upholding the rule in question, the Court stated that

where married students are in a position of idolization, the more
desirous is the group to mimic.

/nsanswer to the argument that the rule penalized married
persons, the Court here noted that Ohio public policy was not fav-

orable to "underage" marriages since consent for males under the
age of 18 years and females under the age of 16 years must be
given by the Juvenile Judge.

Said the Court:

"Any policy which is directed toward making juvenile marriages unpopular and to be avoided should have the general public's whole-hearted approval and support."

The argument was raised that there was a possibility that
the student may have won a scholarship if he had been permitted
to play basketball during his final year of high school, The court
stated that it didn't necessarily follow that his abstention during his senior year would diminish his athletic prospects.

Also

rejected by the Court was an opinion by the State Attorney General

that "a Board of Education may not lawfully adopt a regulation
--prohibiting married students from participation in extra-curricular activities."

In Starkey v Board of Education of Davis County School Dis8

trict, decided by the Supreme Court of Utah in 1963, James Harold

Starkey, who was a senior in the Davis County High School during
the school year 1962-63, was vice president of the Boys Associa-
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tion; on the usher squad, an honorary group; a member of the
wrestling team; and expected to be on the baseball team.

It was

stipulated that he was barred from participating in the abovenamed activities as a result of the enforcement of a resolution
referred to because of his marriage during the 1962 Christmas
recess.

Starkey challenged the validity of the resolution and its
application to him on the ground that it deprived him of rights
guaranteed under the constitutions of the United States and the
State of Utah and particularly that section of the Utah consti-

tuiton which provides for the maintenance of a uniform system
of public schools, which'shall be open to all children of the
State.

He contended that the resolution deprived him of pro-

perty without due process of law as guaranteed by the constitution of the State of Utah and by the 14th Amendment of the United

States constitution and the Equal Protection Clauses of the Utah
constitution and the 14th Amendment of the United States Constitution.

The Court rejected all of the arguments
Plaintiff in this action.

urged by the

The Court aleld that the extra-curricu-

lar activities in which the Plaintiff had participated in and desired to continue to participate in were n.ot part of the school

program required by the Constitution of Utah and but were activities carried on under the discretionary powers granted to the

Board of Education.

Said the Courts

"It is not for the courts to be concerned with the wisdom
or propriety of the resolution as to its social desirability, nor

whether it best serves the objectives of education,snor with the
convenience or inconvenience of its application to the Plaintiff
in his particular circumstances:

So long as the resolution is

deemed by the Board of Education to serve the purpose of best
promoting the objectives of the school and the standards for eligibility are based upon uniformly applied classifications which

bear some reasonable relationship to the objectives, it cannot
be said to be capricious, arbitrary or unjustly discriminatory."
Continuing,the Court said further:
"The reasons given by the Board in justification.of its
resolution are certainly not entirely without merit.

It is assier-

ted that one of its main concerns is the problem of "drop out"
of large numbers of high school students before completing that
phase of their education; that the increased .number of teen-age

marriages between high school students is considered to be one

--of the contributing factors to this-problem; and that such mar-

riages should be discouraged; and furher that when they do
Occur it is desirable that the parties devote more time and attention to the serious responsibilities involved rather than spending the extra time needed for extra-curricular school activities."
Interesting indeed is the observation made 1:5, the Court

with respect to exira-curricular activities.

Said the Court:

"We have no disagreement with the proposition advocated
that all students attending school should be accorded equal
privileges and advantages.

But the participation in extra-cur-

ricular activities must necessarily be subject to regulations
as to eligibility.

Engaging in them is a privilege which may

be claimed only in accordance with the standards set up for participation.

It is conceded, as Plaintiff insists, that he has

a constitutional right both to attend school and to get married.
But he has no

"right" to compel the Board of Education to exer-

cise its discretion to his personal advantage so he can participate in the named activities."

In Board of Directors of the Independent School District
9

Of W'aterloo, v Green

decided by the Supreme Court oi Iowa in

1967, an action was brought to enjoin enforcement of school
board rule barring participation in extra-curricular activities
by married pupils. The lower Court granted the relief sought
but the Supreme Court of Iowa held that the rule was based on
reasonable grounds and that students were not denied equal protection of the laws.

In its opinion, the Court made comment on what was urged
to be the reasons behind the adoption of the regulation in question.

It was urged that married students need to spend time with

,their families in order that the marriage will have a better

16

chance of being successful; that married students are more likely
to drop out of school.

Hence, marriage should be discouraged

among teenage students; that married students arp more likely

to have undesirable influences on other students during the informal extra-curricular activities; that the personal relation-

ships of married students are different from those of non-married
itudents.

Non-married students can be unduly influenced as a

result of relationships with married students; that married

students may create school moral and disciplinary problems, particularly in the informal extra-curricular activities where supervision is more difficult.

With reference to those factors that had been urged upon
the Court, the court said:
"We need not engage in any detailed analysis of these
motivating factors.

While some of them may approach the area of

paternalism, other are clearly within the realm of control granted
by law to the school boards of this State".
In Carrollton-Farmers Branch Independent School District
10

--v-Knight

decided by the Court olf Civil Appeals of Texas in

1967, some students who were suspended from high school because
of their marriage sought reinstatement.

The lower Court issued

a temporary injunction restraining the school from enforcing the
suspension order, and the school district appealed.

The Court

of Civil Appeals held that issuance of the temporary injunction

was not an abuse of discretion where evidence established that
presence and attendance of married students at high school did
not cause turmoil, unrest and upheaval against education by

fellow stUdnts and that ability of students to study was not
affected by the marriage, and that a resolution suspending the
students from school for marriage had not been uniformly applied.

The Court held that marriage alone is not a proper ground
for a school district to suspend a student from attending school
for scholastic purposes only.
11

In Johnson v Board of Education Borough of Paulsboro

,

the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey
had occasion to consider an attack made on Policy #5131 adopted
by the Board of Education of the Borough of Paulsboro which
policy provided as follows:

"Any married student or parent shall be refused participation in extra-curricular activities.

When a student marries

-he assumes the responsibilities of an adult and thereby loses

the right and privileges of a school youngster."
"This regulation regarding extra-curricular activities

should not be construed to interfere with a married student continuing his education."

By reason of the ruling in question, Paula Johnson was
denied permission to perticipate in the high school athletic
program and also in a coming Senior Class trip to Washington,D.C.

Upon receipt of notification that the policy barred her
filed an
from the participation indicated, she immediately

action with the United States District Court for the District
of New Jereey.

The questions presented to the Court for its consideration were the following:
1.

Whether the Policy #5131 and the Defendant's actions

pursuant thereto were invidiously discriminatory and deprived
the Plaintiff of rights guaranteed by the Equal Protection Clause
of the 14th Amendment.
2.

Whether the policy and the Defendant's actions pursu-

ant thereto were unreasonable and deprived the Plaintiff of
rights guaranteed by the Freedom of Speech and Assembly C]auses
of the 1st Amendment, and
3.

Whether Policy #5131 and the Defendant's actions pur-

suant thereto were unreasonable and deprived the Plaintiff of

xights guaranteed by the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment, and the per numbra of civil liberties guaranteed to the
--PbopId-by the '9th Amendment.

In a motion for judgment on the pleadings, it was stipulated between the Counsel for the respective parties as follows:
1.

Policy 05131 of the Board of Education of the Borough

of Paulsboro was instutied for the following reasons:
(a)

Marriage brings new responsibilities with which

extra-curricular activities might interfere.
(b)

The,extra responsibilities, together with the

extra-curricular activities, might engage the student to such

an extentthat he would not be able'to give attention to his
studies.
(c)

Teenage marriages are on the increase and that

such a regulation may tend to discourage same.
(d)

The regulation would encourage the student to

stay at home with his family.
(e)

It's been proven that married students have a

higher dropout rate than unmarried 'students and this regulation

might tend to deter and discourage marriages, and, therefore,
dropouts.
(f)

Married students have greater ability to commu-i

nicate during extra-curricular activities their potentially
different moral attitudes to the unmarried students.

Paula Johnson, one of the Plaintiffs in said action

2.

,

(a)

is nineteen years old, married and a parents

(b)

is a resident of Paulsboro, New Jersey, subject

to the jurisdiction of the Board of Eclucation of the Borough of
PaulsbOro;
(a)

Is a student at Paulsboro High Schools

(d)

Was, prior to her marriage, a participant in the

girls' field hockey and basketball teams?

(e)

Subsequent to her marriage, was denied partici-

pation in said activities and the S'enior Class Trip to Washington,
D.. C., solely on the basis of Policy *5131;

0 Is not a discipline'problem nor created a disturbance at the school which has i'nterfered with school functions;
3.

Presently at Paulsboro High School there are twelve

(12) seniors and three (3) juniors who are subject to Policy #

5131 and all have been denied participation in extra-curricular
activities."

On April 11, 1970, an order granting the Plantiff's motion for
misjudgment and denying the Defendant's cross-motion for

Summary

summary judgment was signed by Judge Leonard I. Garth, which order recitSs the following:
1.

The Court has jurisdiction oVer this action;

2.

That Policy *5131 of the Board of Education of the

Bor!igh of Paulsboro, of the State of New Jersey, entitled
"Married Students", which was revised and adopted by the Board
on the 27th day of October, 1964, is hereby declared to 'be in
.

derogation,of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States and is, therefore, unconstitutional, illegal and void;
3.

That the Defendants, who are charged with the enforce-

ment of the provisions of the aforesaid policy, their representa-

tives, agents, employees and successors are hereby permanently

-20-
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enjoined and restrained from discriminating against students as
to participation in extra-curricular activities solely on the
basis of said students' marital and/or parental status.

The brief that was filed on behalf of the P10.ntiffs in
this case is extremely interesting.

Tr the brief there is an

analysis made of most of the cases that have been already dis-

dussed by me in this talk but there was special emphasis placed
in this brief upon the decisions of the Commissioner of Educa-

tion in the State of New Jersey relative to the importance of
extra-curricular activities and the part played by such extracurricular activities in the education program in the State of
New Jersey.

In the brief it was argued that in the eyes of the

Commissioner and the State Board, iiscrimination as to "extraclassroom" activities is as undesirable as discrimination as
to scholastic activities.

The Commissioner of New Jersey was

quoted as saying;

"The existence of a broad and well-developed program of

student activities is an essential factor in the approval and
act!reditat:ion of any secondary school",

Citing Smith v Board of Education of the Borough of
12

Paramus
In connetItion with the argument that the regulation in

question violted lst Amondment rignts, heavy reliance was placed
by the Plaintiffs upon the decision of the United S:tates Supreme

.2F.2

Court in the Tinker decision referred to at the outset of this
talk.\

Also in connection with the Constitutional argument that
the regulation in question denied Plaintiff's fundamental rights
guaranteed by the Due Process clause of the 14th Amendment and
the penumbra of civil liberties reserved for the people in the
9th Amenament, heavy reliance was placed upon the case of Gris13

wold v Connecticut

which case was cited for the proposition

that the action in question invaded the zone of marital privacy.
/ was 'unable to find any record of a formal written

opinion by Judge Garth in connection with this case, but the fact

that an order was entered declaring that there was a violation
of COnstitutional rights by reason of a regulation denying to
married students the right to participate in extra-curricular
activities should give all reakon to pause before any such bylaws are adopted by Boards of Education.

In Willsand v Valpariso community Schools Corporation,
14

et al

decided by the United States District Court on September 1,

1971, it was held that the action of a school board in denying a
married st'udent the right to play football was a denial of Con-

stitutional rights under the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th
Amendment.
15

In Holt v Shelton

,

the United States District Court for

the Middle District of Tennessee, held that a high school regulation that prevents married students from participating in extra-

curricular activities unconstitutionally dehies such student's
rights to due process of the equal protection of the laws by

punishing for exercising their fundamental right to marry.
16

In indeirson v Danyon Independent School District

,

the

Court of Civil Appeals of Texas held that a school board was

without authority to adopt a rule that students who marry during the school term must withdraw from school for the remainder
of the school year.

It was further held that a Board of Educa-

tion could not deny admission to a student solely by reason of
the fact that she was married.
17

In Butts v Unified School District #218

,

an injunction

was denied in a class action which would have forced a Board of
Education to permit the student Plaintiff and other married students to participate in the athletic program of the school and
in other extra-curricular activities.

As / indicated at the outset of this talk, there is al-

mays the possibility that should another Court make a determination
of the violation of constitutional 'rights and should an action be
instituted in the Courts seeking damages for the invasion of guaranteed rights, the consequences could be serious indeed.
It would be my recommendation to those in attendance here

today who may not be lawyers, to by all means, confer with Board
Counsel either in connection with revising existing policies that
may concern themselves with this particular question, or if there

are no such policies, then before any thought is given to adopt-

ing them, to make certain that the advice of Counsel is sought
and heeded.
49.
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